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Introduction
The main objective of this paper will be to construct a graph on o1 which has the property that every finite graph appears as an induced subgraph in any uncountable set of vertices. Similar questions have been considered by Erdiis and Hajnal [l, 21. The construction to be presented was motivated by 0 3 of [3] which follows Todor&viPs proof that c&[o& in [6] . The same result was also obtained independently by Baumgartner using different techniques.
In Section 1 it will be shown that there is a colouring P: [ml]*+ ml which satisfies the following property:
(0.1) If X E [w,]'~, n E o and h : [n]* --+ ml, then there is a one-to-one function i : n + X s.t
. P(i"A) = h(A) for every A E [n]".
Section 2 wdl explore some further properties of this colouring. In particular it will be shown that certain infinite graphs are also induced by every uncountable set of vertices. The question of colouring finite sets rather than pairs will also be discussed. In Section 3 it will be shown how to generalize the results of Section 1 to higher cardinals. The technical details here are more complicated than those in the case of o1 and, while they also apply to ol, it seems to be worthwhile to have a simpler proof in this important special case. Section 4 contains remarks pertaining to possible strengthenings of the counterexample. The final Section 5 is devoted to an application of this construction to Banach space theory. In particular a non-separable Banach space with few operators is constructed.
1.
For every kiaz3 odhd a tz do1 choose an increasing sequence a* : du-a adid ina.Ifa=/3+1leta*:1+abedegnedbya+(O)=~.Thecolouringof[(u1~ associated with pairs of ordinals. To ) to be the least integer such that An important point to notice is that if a*(k(a, 6)) and @*(k(a, B)) are both it makes sense to look at k(a*(k(a, @)), p* (k(a, fl) 
is satisfied by q in Mii+I. Now, since q* obviously contains every one of its initial segments, clause (1.2 : n) is Satisfied for every n. This completes the proof.
Other properties of the colouring
The reader of Section 1 will no doubt have noticed that the argument there can be strengthened and generalized. Perhaps the most obvious part of the argument which can be strengthened is in the selection of the t-element set { 4: i E t}. The inductive selection of these sets need not have stopped after t steps but could have been carried on infinitely often. Having done this, of course, it is no longer possible to choose the ith element of the ith set. However the only part used in the calculation of P (~I& 4) So, without loss of generality, there is no freedom at all in the colour of (x,(n), x@(m)} tubless m = n. For an application of (2.5) see [S] . The modifkations necessary to achieve (2.5) are discussed in the next section.
Gewdizations to larger c4adWs
Until now the dkcussion has concentrated entirely on colouring the pairs of ml but it is not difkult to imagine similar colourings on larger cardinals. Can these colourkgs be constructed by trivially generalizing the construction of Section l? The answer appears to be negative. To see this begin by considering the sequences c(*. The obvious choice of cc+ for the construction on higher cardinals would be to let cc* : cof@)+ p be increasing and cofinal. However notice &it the fact that if cof(& = o and q is a limit ordinal below cc, then @*"KG) n q is bounded below q was often relied upon (see (1.8), (1.15) and (I.16) for example). One way of ensuring that this remains true when cof(& > w is to insist that cc* be continuous and that q does not belong to the. range of p*. Of course we cannot insist that no q belongs to the range of cc* but we need sufkiently many such ordinals to intersect every closed unbounded set so that, for example, we can find Q as in Section 1. Hence if we are to construct a colouring on some higher cardinal A we must assume the following hypothesis. (3.1) There is S s A which is stationary but such that S n LY is not stationary for every Q! E il.
The reason is that now we can choose a closed stt Co s CY which is unbounded in
-Q! and disjoint from S. We will let cy* be the increasing ~ZXELG~~"&XI of Cm. I E m}, then b(a, @) c a provided that a E S and a is a limit  ordinal. What is also true is that asc+Aa The proof of the Erd&-Rado theorem shows that 2" cannot be replaced by (2")' since then there is always X E [2"ln1 s.t. the colour of pairs is determined by the Crst element of the pair. Also it is at least consistent that (4.1) is false since it 18Q s. shdwi is shown in [3] Suppose P: [a#-* ml establishes that ml-[q; a& (in other words, whenever {%:a!~ ml) and {6=: 911~ ox} are disjoint uncountable sets and q E ml, then there exist QI < @ such that P({u~, be}) = q). Thea 
